NOTE- Some typing Error - pre-joining formats & Notice
1) RRB CWE-2015 Score Card instead of RRB CWE-2013 Score Card.
2) In Pre-Joining Form Year is 2016 instead of 2014.
We have already uploaded the correct format .Please download the correct format and replace it
by earlier formats
F. A. Q. related to pre joining formalities
QUS NO-1 I'm not from physically challenged category, do I have to submit any kind of medical
certificate?
Answer-

In case of person who is not in physically challenged category, Medical Fitness

Certificate will be submitted at the time of joining. At prasent we are conducting only pre-joining
formality .
QUS NO-2 1) I am Graduate but do not have degree certificate. I have provisional degree
certificate issued from the University. Will it sufficient or not?
Answer- Yes at present Provisional Degree is sufficient.
I don’t have Computer Literacy Certificate? Is that sufficient to have computer

QUS NO-3

subject in my educational background?
Answer-

If you have a computer subject in your academic then it is sufficient.

QUS NO-4 I don't have my score card. And I can't find any link to get score card. Please help me
or give me some alternative?
Answer-

If you don’t have a score card then bring a copy of provosionaly allotment letter issued

by the IBPS.
QUS NO-5 He/she need to resign before 4-6 April 2016 and produce related documents at the
time of reporting...Or joining?
Answer- Relieving Letter is to be submitted at the time of the Joining.
QUS NO-6
Answer-

What kind of certificate is Satisfactory Report?
Satisfactory report (Report of Referees) is character certificate. In case of Character

Certificate, we need two attested copies
1. one by Gazetted Officer ( attested after 18.03.2016)
2. Second is attested by Last Institution/Last employer where you Passed out/worked.
QUS NO-7 From my school I didn't get any certificate, I have only mark sheet of 10th & 12 th
class. What to do?
Answer- Try to obtain certificate from respective school , however In case of unable to get said
certificate till reporting date then Birth date should be mentioned in your mark sheet of 10th or 12th
class.

QUS NO-9 Is matric certificate appropriate for the proof of date of birth?
Answer- Yes, Matric Certificate is sufficient for Date Of Birth proof.
Qus No-10 Shall I bring all pages of pre joining formality report?
Answer- Yes you have to bring all pages pre-joining Formality Form except Bond and Medical
report.
QUS NO-11 1) Online EMITRA Police verification valid or not?
Answer- 1) NO EMITRA Police verification is not Valid. However Police verification report may
also be submitted at the time of joining.
QUS NO-12 I have final score card (CWE written interview) but I don't have CWE written score
card only.
Answer-
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QUS NO-13 DO i need to carry a bond of Rs 100000 at the time of reporting?
Answer-

NO, this is only pre-joining formality and the bond is to be submitted at the time of

joining.
QUS NO-14 Whether police verification is to be done by us as there is format given in report?
Answer- Police verification report may be issued either in format prescribed formats by us or on
the authority having their own format.
QUS NO-15

Please tell me that how i fill the stamp paper of 1000/-. I confused that i fill the

format of you upload the website link or i have typed this full format on 1000/- stamp paper....
Answer- -

Bond is to be submitted at the time of joining.this will be further clarified at the

reporting time.
QUS NO-16

Which type of OBC certificate I should prepare. Creamy layer or non creamy

layer???
Answer- Non Creamy layer certificate is to be taken in OBC Category. OBC Category (Non
Creamy Layer) Certificate should not be more than One Year old.( OBC certificate for central
Govt/Public sector Bank) OBC certificate for state format is not valid.
QUS NO-17 By whom Declaration of fidelity and secrecy will be signed?
Answer- Declaration of fidelity and secrecy will be signed by the candidate himself/herself. at the
time of pre-joining formality.
QUS NO-18 Is it possible for me to report without the Call Letter on the scheduled date?
Answer- Call letter is must for pre-joining formalities.
QUS NO-19

Any identity proof of surety should be submitted with bond or not?

Answer- Yes ID Proof of surety is to be submitted along with the bond.

